
* * * * *  
Follow Convoy Organizers (Twitter) @Tamara_MVC and @BJdichter   
Follow @tomtsec (Twitter, GETTR) for info and updates 

IF YOU SEE VIOLENCE – Call 911 or if you see suspicious activity report it to Truck Captains.  
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THOUGHT FOR TODAY  

A cowardly leader is the most dangerous of men. 

 ASSESSMENT  

Freedom Convy 2022 remains a global story. The shock waves from it are spreading across North 

America and the rest of the world.  Already, a variety of political leaders are being forced to react, some 

in a positive way (see below).  Others, such as Canadian Prime Minister Trudeau, have launched vicious 

misinformation campaigs against the convoy and its supporters (separate report to follow). 

ISSUES AND EVENTS 

1. The media claim that a convoy truck crashed through a barricade was false. It was a minor accident.  

However, certain officials from the City of Ottawa tried to lie to convoy organizers about the nature of 

the incident to raise tensions.  

2.  Unknown individuals approached a convoy driver and told him they were organizers.  They instructed 

him to drive his truck into a barrier.  The driver contacted a Truck Captain/Organizer and determined no 

such order was given.  NOTE:  Freedom Convoy 2022 will not/not advocate violence of any sort. If you 

are approached by anyone suggesting violence, photo graph them and report this to Truck Captains. 

3. A Manitoba Member of the Legislative Assembly was removed from his position for stating support 

for Freedom Convoy 2022.    Josh Guenter has been removed from his position as legislative assistant for 

the minister of health.  We assess that many politicians, such as Premier Heather Stefanson of 

Manitoba, are increasing worried about the political impact of Freedom Convoy 2022.   

https://winnipeg.ctvnews.ca/manitoba-mla-removed-as-legislative-assistant-after-expressing-support-

for-trucker-protest-1.5762103  
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4. Quebec Premier Legault appears to have done a complete turnaround on his plans to place a special 

tax on those who are not vaccinated. We assess that many pressures were on him to drop this 

unconstitutional and discriminatory tax, but Freedom Convoy and its publicity were likely a factor.  

WINNING.   https://twitter.com/LP_LaPresse/status/1488508711333072896  

5.  Federal Conservative Leader Erin O/Toole is facing a party revolt and may be forced to resign soon. 

The discontent with Mr O’Toole far predates Freedom Convoy, but the Conservative Party’s inability to 

come up with a position on the Freedom Convoy has further internal party dissent.   

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/politics/article-otoole-faces-caucus-revolt-as-35-mps-sign-letter-

calling-for/  

6.  A varity of government health officials are now calling for the removal of vaccine mandates and other 

restrictive measures.  But they are keen to point out that it is not becauses of the truckers. 

https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/health-officials-are-hinting-at-ending-covid-restrictions-and-its-

not-because-of-the-truckers  

7. GOOD NEWS STORY: Corporal Daniel Bulford was an RCMP sniper who helped protect Prime Minister 

Trudeau.  He is now head of security for Freedom Convoy 2022. See more about him at 

https://www.thecountersignal.com/news/exclusive-interview-with-trudeaus-sniper-detail  

8. Civic officials in Ottawa are trying everything they can to block food and fuel to the Freedom Convoy.  

However, work arounds are now underway and supplies are getting through. 

 

 (News Punch) 

 (Fuel delivery to trucks at Parliament Hill/PMO) 
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